HOW IS YOUR WAREHOUSE SAFETY
AND GENERAL KNOWLEDGE?
TAKE OUR QUIZ TO SEE HOW YOU DO.

Interested in a career in a warehouse? There are many skills from other industries that can be
transferred to working within the Industrial sector. Want to know where you sit with your
warehouse safety and current general knowledge? Take our short quiz to find out!
1. Which of these is a suitable safety measure for minimising vehicle risk?
a) reversing only
b) using one-way traffic routes
c) sounding the horn at all times
d) removing seat-belts wherever possible
2. What is the recommended maximum weight of loads that people handle
manually?
a) 10 - 15kg
b) 60 - 75kg
c) 20 - 25kg
d) 45 - 55kg
3. Which of these improves safety when working with roll cages?
a) stack heavier items at the top
b) pull the cage rather than push it
c) not exceeding load lines
d) remove handles as they can trap workers' hands
4. Which of these improves pallet safety?
a) use the forks of handling devices beyond the full depth of the pallet
b) stack pallets in a random pattern
c) avoid using stretch wrapping and strapping
d) load heights less than or equal to the pallet's longest base dimension

5. Which factor allows for smooth workflow across the storehouse?
a) store/warehouse layout
b) store management
c) store location
d) material preservation
6. Which of these safety measures prevents slips and trips?
a) promoting good housekeeping
b) erecting handrails around every piece of stationary equipment
c) using manual handling instead of mechanical handling
d) installing carpet in all areas of the warehouse

answers: 1b, 2c, 3c, 4d, 5a, 6a
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